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Influence of flexoelectricity above the nematic Fre´edericksz transition
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Continuum theory is used to demonstrate that the presence of flexoelectricity significantly alters the response
to an applied voltage of a homogeneous nematic liquid crystal cell above the ac Fre´edericksz threshold voltage.
In such a system there is a fitting degeneracy: we obtain very good fits between theory and experimental
permittivity data using any value of the sum of flexoelectric coefficients,e111e33, between 0.0 C/m and
1.5310211 C/m. The corresponding values of the nematic bend elastic constant show an inverse parabolic
relationship withe111e33, with K33 being reduced down to 90% of its value when flexoelectricity is neglected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the continuum theory of Frank@1# and Oseen@2# the
magnitude of the splay, twist, and bend elastic distortions
a nematic liquid crystal director field are parametrized by
K11, K22, and K33 elastic constants, respectively. Know
edge of these parameters has played a critical role in
exploitation of liquid crystals for the development of wh
have proved to be highly successful commercial display
vices.

The standard approach to increasing the speed, con
and brightness of conventional liquid crystal displays h
involved the development of nematic liquid crystal mixtur
possessing elastic and dielectric material properties wh
have been specifically tailored for the particular type of d
play. This development process has relied on the ability
accurately measure these material properties which, ove
last 20 years, has enabled the fundamental relationships
tween the bulk properties and the microscopic molecular
dering and intermolecular interactions in the nematic ph
to be investigated@3–6#.

Measurement of nematic elastic constants is generally
ried out using a relatively simple liquid crystal cell geomet
chosen so that the orienting torque due to an applied ele
field is in competition with the elastic torque exerted by t
cell boundaries. The ac Fre´edericksz effect@3,7#, that is
based on this principle, has been used as a standard
nique to determine the values of theK11 and K33 elastic
constants. In this method the director reorientation in
bulk of the liquid crystal layer starts to occur only when t
applied ac voltage is above a critical value, the Fre´edericksz
threshold.

In this paper the influence of an additional material pro
erty, the flexoelectric polarization, when using the ac Fre´ed-
ericksz technique is investigated. Meyer@8# proposed that an
ensemble of nematic molecules that possess a shape po
as well as a permanent electric dipole moment will also sh
a flexoelectric effect, in analogy to the piezoelectric effect
crystals. For these nematic materials a splay or bend de
mation will induce a polarization in the material

P5e11n~“•n!1e33~“3n!3n, ~1!
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wheren is the nematic director, a unit vector which denot
the locally averaged molecular orientation, and the flexoe
tric coefficientse11 and e33 in Eq. ~1! correspond to splay
and bend distortions, respectively. The existence of this
fect has since been verified for a number of different nem
and cholesteric materials, both polar and nonpolar, altho
the values obtained for the nematic flexoelectric coefficie
measured using different techniques have shown large
crepancies in certain materials@9–13#.

In previous work the influence of the flexoelectric pola
ization on the magnetic Fre´edericksz effect has been consi
ered@14#. Small changes were observed in the retardation
the liquid crystal layer above the threshold field as the sw
rate of the magnetic field was changed. The magnitude
these changes gave an estimate of the value ofe11 ande33.
In the current work a detailed theoretical study has be
undertaken to investigate the effect that a finite flexoelec
polarization will have on the electric field response of a h
mogeneous nematic liquid crystal cell above the ac Fre´eder-
icksz threshold voltage.

II. THE FRÉ EDERICKSZ EFFECT

The geometry that will be considered in this paper co
prises a nematic liquid crystal layer sandwiched between
conducting electrodes in which the average molecular ali
ment, or director, is parallel to the bounding plates at
points in the layer. In the analysis that follows it will b
assumed that the liquid crystal molecules at the bound
plate are rigidly aligned in a direction that is exactly paral
to the plates.

In Fig. 1 the filled circles show experimental measu
ments of the permittivity for a Fre´edericksz cell of thickness
5.531026 m filled with the nematic materialE7, as a func-
tion of the rms of the applied ac voltage at a frequency
2.03103 Hz. This frequency was chosen to be large enou
so that the liquid crystal shows a nonzero average respo
The aligning agent on the cell surfaces was a rubbed poly
that gave a surface pretilt, the angle between the director
the cell surface, below 0.5°.

The data shows a very well-defined Fre´edericksz thresh-
old atVrms50.92 V. Below this threshold there is no disto
tion of the liquid crystal director field which remains parall
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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to the substrates throughout the layer. The permittivity m
sured in this subcritical region corresponds to the permit
ity perpendicular to the molecular directore' . Just above
the threshold, the director starts to reorient in the bulk of
liquid crystal from the cell surface alignment direction t
wards the direction of the electric field. As the voltage
increased a greater proportion of the bulk region aligns w
the field and so the permittivity asymptotes towards the va
parallel to the molecular directore uu .

Continuum theory can be used to model the nematic
uid crystal and its interaction with the applied electric fie
and the critical rms voltage is found to beVc

5pAK11/e0De, a function of the splay elastic constantK11,
the permittivity of free spacee0, and the dielectric anisot
ropy De5e uu2e' @15#. Immediately above the threshold
and in the absence of any flexoelectric polarization, the fie
induced reorientation of the nematic liquid crystal is p
dicted by continuum theory to be determined by the ratio
the elastic constantsK33/K11 @16#.

III. THEORY

When the presence of flexoelectricity is included and
assume that fluid flow is of secondary importance, the g
erning equation for the directorn5„cos@u(z,t)#,0,sin@u(z,t)#…
is given by the Ericksen-Leslie equation@17,18#

g1

]u

]t
5~K11cos2u1K33sin2u!

]2u

]z2

1~K332K11!sinu cosuS ]u

]zD 2

1e0DeE2sinu cosu2~e111e33!sinu cosu
]E

]z
,

~2!

where the rotational viscosityg15a32a2 is the difference
between two Leslie viscosities and we have taken thez co-
ordinate direction as the direction through the liquid crys

FIG. 1. Filled circles denote experimental data taken on a
mogeneous Fre´edericksz cell of thickness 5.5mm filled with the
material E7 for applied ac voltages at a frequency of 2
3103 Hz. The solid line indicates the numerical fit to Eq.~2! with
the parameters given in main text and withe111e3350.0 C/m.
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layer, perpendicular to the cell surfaces. The electric fi
E(z,t) is calculated, using Maxwell’s equations, asE(z,t)
5(D32P3)/e0(e'1Desin2u) in terms of,P3, thez compo-
nent of the polarization vector given by Eq.~1! and thez
component of the displacement field

D3~ t !5

2~Vd2V0!1E
0

d ~e111e33!sin~2u!

e0~e'1De sin2u!

]u

]z
dz

E
0

d 1

e0~e'1De sin2u!
dz

,

~3!

where Vd2V0 is the potential difference between the ce
electrodes. When the director is rigidly fixed at the two su
strates, the flexoelectric contribution toD3, the second term
in the numerator of Eq.~3!, will integrate to zero. In the
present case, a sinusoidal voltage of frequencyf given by
Vd5A2Vrmssin(2pft) is applied at one electrode~at z5d,
the cell thickness! with the other electrode~at z50) at earth
potentialV050. At both cell surfaces it is assumed that t
director angle will take a fixed value so thatu(0,t)5a and
u(d,t)5a wherea is the small pretilt angle, assumed to b
zero in the analysis below.

Although we will later fit the experimental data to a
exact numerical solution of Eq.~2!, it is possible to obtain an
approximate analytic solution and learn a great deal ab
the dynamical behavior of the director and electric fie
within the cell. If we assume that the rms applied voltage
only slightly above the critical voltage then the director ang
within the cell will remain small and a perturbation approa
may be used@19#. The director angle will then be the sum o
a time-independent contribution, resulting from the respo
of the nematic to the root mean squared of the applied v
age, and a small oscillatory contribution from the high fr
quency ac voltage,u(z,t)5u0(z)1u1(z,t). The electric
field will consist of the applied ac field plus a small pertu
bation to this field, E(z,t)52(A2Vrms /d)sin(2pft)
1E1(z,t). Substituting these expressions into Eq.~1! and the
calculation of the electric field leads to approximate expr
sions for the director angle and electric field

u~z,t !5umsinS pz

d D2
umpK11

4 f g1d2
sinS pz

d D sin~4p f t !, ~4!

E~z,t !52
A2 Vrms

d
sin~2p f t !2

~e111e33!pum
2

2de0e'

sinS 2pz

d D
2

pum
2 ADeK11

de'A2e0

cosS 2pz

d D sin~2p f t !, ~5!

where um is the maximum distortion in the middle of th
cell.

Equation~4! is the expected form of the director respon
to a high frequency ac voltage: a time-periodic perturbati
at a frequency that is double that of the applied voltage,
a time-independent director angle offset. Sincef has been
assumed to be large, the second term in Eq.~4! is consider-

-
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ably smaller in magnitude than the first term. The only d
ference in the director angle when flexoelectricity is pres
is that the magnitude of the director responseum is altered.

However, the form of the electric field in Eq.~5! has an
important dependency on the flexoelectric coefficients.
see that there exists a dc contribution in the electric fi
solution, the second term in Eq.~5!, which would disappear
if flexoelectricity was ignored. This dc contribution is an
symmetric within the cell, that is, the dc component in on
half of the cell is exactly the negative of that in the other h
of the cell.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the electric field solution in E
~5! as well as the numerical solution to Eqs.~2! and~3! with
the parametersK1151.016 21310211 N, K3351.635 08
310211 N, e uu518.6454, e'55.3064, Vrms50.94 V, f
51000 Hz, and with the flexoelectric coefficientse111e33
52.5310211 C/m. For this voltage, close to the transitio
voltage of 0.92 V, there is only a small director deflection
the middle of the cell ofum58.322° and the approximat
analytical solution is in good agreement.

In Fig. 2~a! the numerically calculated excess elect
field ~dashed lines!, which is the total electric field in the ce
minus the applied electric field, has been integrated over
time period of the applied field and compared to the sec
term in the analytic solution~solid lines! in Eq. ~5!. The

FIG. 2. ~a! The numerically ~dashed lines! and analytically
~solid lines! calculated time averaged excess electric field as a fu
tion of the distancez/d through the cell.~b! The numerically
~dashed lines! and analytically~solid lines! calculated ac componen
of the excess electric field as a function of the distancez/d through
the cell.

FIG. 3. The excess electric field in the middle of the cell,z
5d/2, and at the pointsz5d/4 and 3d/4. Solid curves are plots o
the analytic solution in Eq.~5! and the dashed lines denote th
numerical solution to Eqs.~2! and ~3!.
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numerically calculated dc excess field component is clea
in good agreement with the analytic solution, for which w
have used the valueum58.322°. The antisymmetry of the d
component is clearly seen and shows that the dc field va
at the center of the cell is zero. Figure 2~b! shows the nu-
merically calculated ac component of the excess field,
excess field minus the dc component, at a quarter periot
51/4f ). The numerical and analytic solutions are again
good agreement. Figure 3 shows the numerical~dashed lines!
and analytical~solid lines! excess electric field solutions as
function of time over two periods of the applied electr
field. It is clear from this figure that the dc component is ze
at the center of the cell,z5d/2, leaving only the oscillating
ac component. At the quarter points in the cell,z5d/4 and
z53d/4, the dc component is nonzero but the ac compon
is small. In fact in the ideal analytic solution the ac comp
nent, the third term in Eq.~5!, is exactly zero at the points
z5d/4 andz53d/4.

As discussed below, the presence of a dc componen
the electric field, even when the applied electric field is o
cillatory, will significantly affect any ions within the cell
This flexoelectricity-induced dc component also couples
the director distortion leading to a change in the effect
permittivity.

IV. FITTING THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A very good fit between experimental data and the n
merical solution may be obtained. The solid line in Fig.
shows a theoretical fit to the Fre´edericksz curve using the
exact numerical solution of Eq.~2! with the parameters given
in Sec. III and for which the sum of the flexoelectric coef
cients,e111e33, has been set to zero. For both the expe
mental data and the numerical solution of the equati
a sinusoidal voltage of frequencyf given by Vd

5A2Vrmssin(2pft) is applied across the cell. The experime
tally measured permittivity is then found theoretically by ca
culating the ratio of the time differential of the displaceme
field dD3 /dt to applied voltageVd(t). This analysis assume
that the cell is operating in the linear response regime
which the output displacement field is also sinusoidal a
function of time. This assumption is correct for the mater
E7 at the frequency used,f 52.03103 Hz.

Just above the threshold region critical slowing down o
curs and so it must be ensured that sufficient time is allow
in both the simulation and the experimental measuremen
equilibrium to be obtained. In addition, the density of expe
mental data is highly concentrated near to the threshold
weight the fit to that region which increases the accura
with which K33/K11 can be extracted.

The effect of a nonzero value ofe111e33 on the distorted
director profile for applied voltages above the Fre´edericksz
transition voltage of 0.92 V is shown in Fig. 4. The sol
lines were generated using Eq.~2! with e111e3350 C/m and
for the dashed linese111e3352.5310211 C/m. The value of
the tilt angle in the center of the cell,um , is larger for the
higher applied voltage of 2.0 V as expected. However,
both applied voltages of 1.5 V and 2.0 V there is a reduct
of um whene111e33 takes on the nonzero value. The redu

c-
2-3
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tion of um when there is a nonzero flexoelectric polarizati
will be accompanied by a reduction in the value of the p
mittivity above the Fre´edericksz threshold. However, bo
the exact numerical solution to Eq.~2! and the perturbation
analysis predict that the threshold will still be given byVc

5pAK11/e0De and thatVc has no dependence on the val
of e111e33.

In Fig. 5 the lower curve is a repeat of the theoretical
~solid line! to the data~filled circles! shown in Fig. 1 but here
an expanded scale has been used. The curves shown a
have been generated with nonzero values of the flexoele
coefficients. Each curve has been shifted up by one unit
is shown with a repeat of the experimental data for clar
The value ofe111e33 increases from 0.0 C/m~lower curve!
in steps of 5.0310212 C/m to 2.5310211 C/m ~upper
curve!. The values ofe111e33 that were used are comparab
with the range of measured values reported for a numbe
different materials in the literature. In order to obtain the
to the experimental data for the higher values ofe111e33 the

FIG. 4. Theoretical director profiles showing the effect of
nonzero value ofe111e33. The solid lines were generated using E
~2! with e111e3350 C/m and for the dashed linese111e3352.5
310211 C/m.

FIG. 5. Solid lines show theoretical curves generated for val
of e111e33 increasing from 0 C/m~lower! in steps of 5.0
310212 C/m to 2.5310211 C/m ~upper!. In order to prevent the
curves overlapping, each theoretical curve is displaced upward
an additional 1.0 unit and the experimental data~filled circles! are
repeated in the displaced positions.
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value of theK33 elastic constant has been decreased.
instance, for the highest value ofe111e3352.5
310211 C/m the best fit was obtained withK3351.2045
310211 N, which has been reduced to 74% of the val
calculated when the flexoelectric coefficients were set
zero. However, it is also qualitatively evident from Fig.
that the fit to the data has become poorer at the higher va
of e111e33.

It was found that small changes in the cell thickness h
no effect on the shapes of the theoretical curves produce
should also be noted that when the theoretical curves at
different values ofe111e33 are plotted on the expanded sca
of Fig. 1 it is difficult to distinguish between them.

The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the relationship between
value of e111e33 and of K33 that gave the best fits to th
experimental data in the vicinity of the threshold regi
shown in Fig. 4. At the lower values ofe111e33 the change
in K33 is relatively small, but the gradient of the curve in
creases for higher values. Here the exact numerical solu
to Eq. ~2! has been used to fit the data in the region up
three times the critical voltage.

The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows the mean absolute dif
ence between the data and the theoretical curve, a quan
tive measure of the quality of the fit to the experimental da
The quality of fit is very good for values belowe111e33
51.5310211 C/m but above this value the mean error i
creases rapidly. This is consistent with the qualitative obs
vation from Fig. 5. The minimum in the error that occurs
Fig. 6 cannot be regarded as an estimate of the true valu
e111e33 because the minimum is shallow and is therefo
very sensitive to experimental variations in the region imm
diately above the threshold.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that the value of the flexoelect
coefficient could lie within the range e111e33
50.0 C/m–1.5310211 C/m and still be consistent with th
measurements of the ac Fre´edericksz transition. This obse

s

by

FIG. 6. The solid line shows the values ofK33 ande111e33 that
give the best fit to the experimental data over the range 0.0–3
shown in Fig. 3. The dashed line plots the average absolute di
ence between the theoretical curve and the experimental data
function of e111e33.
2-4
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vation could have serious implications for the standard m
surement method forK33 and the subsequent use of the v
ues in the modeling and optimization of liquid cryst
devices.

The value ofe111e33 that has been measured using fu
leaky guided mode techniques in Ref.@20# was 1.5
310211 C/m, which falls within this range. However, th
degeneracy in fitting the data between the value ofK33 and
the value ofe111e33 also applied to these measurements
should also be noted that if there is any appreciable io
contamination in the nematic material then this could hav
screening effect on the flexoelectric polarization in a man
which is analogous to the possible ionic screening of
spontaneous polarization in ferroelectric liquid crystal ma
rials @14,21,22#. In Ref. @22# it was predicted that the renor
malization of the smectic-C* bend elastic constantsB1 was
directly influenced by the ionic screening length in the m
terial.

In addition, we have shown that in the flexoelectric ca
the dc offset electric field is antisymmetric within the ce
r,
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and may therefore cause a drift of positive and negative i
towards the center of the cell and the cell boundaries, res
tively ~or vice versa depending on the sign ofe111e33).

The effects of a finite anchoring or of a finite pretilt hav
not been considered in the current work. If the anchoring w
weak this leads to a systematic increase in the permitti
below the critical voltage and a less distinct transition at
threshold voltage. A finite pretilt above a certain value wou
have lead to a number of different alignment configuratio
in the device@23#. Neither of these effects were observed
the current experimental cell. A theoretical treatment of
effects of flexoelectricity for cells with higher pretilt an
containing ions will be addressed in a future publication.
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